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However, as the notes are presented in the book—unedited or poorly
edited—they merely reproduce the confusions of those he interviewed. Of
course, these individual confusions are “truth” in some sense, but the reader
needs—indeed, rightfully demands—the ordered and rational story that
Bowley never provides. No Way Down does try to duplicate the handsome and
effective formatting of Into Thin Air, but that too does not quite come off.
The book is not “An Into Thin Air for a new century,” but is better characterized as a failed experiment.
—Jeffery Parrette

Letters
Dear Editor:
Catherine Buni’s essay (“This Counts as a School Day,” Summer/Fall 2010),
about taking a group of eighteen third-graders from East Montpelier (Vermont)
Elementary School up Stowe Pinnacle, did not talk about the environmental
problem of taking large groups up a mountain. I wish she had talked about
the ethics of this and the importance of breaking down the groups in the “All
School Hike” to not more than ten (as the U.S. Forest Service recommends)
and two leaders. Even if this weren’t possible to do, I wanted to know her
thinking on it.
	I’m not looking to be critical of Catherine Buni but to remind readers,
especially those who work with kids, of their power and responsibilities.
It’s my belief that if limiting the size of hiking groups is the organizers’ top
priority, it will be done. It might take quite a bit of extra effort, but teaching
young kids how to take care of their environment is worth that.
Children need to learn, first off, how important it is to be respectful of the
fragile mountain environment, where large groups have a disproportionate
impact on the trail. People don’t have automatic instinctual sensitivity of how
to act while walking up a trail or around a summit. This kind of sensitivity
can’t be taught or maintained in large groups.
—Laura Waterman, East Corinth, Vermont
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“I started reading Appalachia for the accident reports, but I kept
reading for the great features.” — Mohamed Ellozy, subscriber
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